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QUIVERSTORICVARIETIES: A PACKAGE TO CONSTRUCT QUIVERS

OF SECTIONS ON COMPLETE TORIC VARIETIES

NATHAN PRABHU-NAIK

Abstract. Given a collection of line bundles on a complete toric variety, the Macaulay2
package QuiversToricVarieties contains functions to construct its quiver of sections and check
whether the collection is strong exceptional. It contains a database of full strong exceptional
collections of line bundles for smooth Fano toric varieties of dimension less than or equal to
4.

1. Introduction

For a collection of non-isomorphic line bundles L = {L0 := OX ,L1, . . . ,Lr} on a complete
normal toric variety X, the endomorphism algebra End(

⊕
i Li) can be described as the quo-

tient of the path algebra of its quiver of sections by an ideal of relations determined by labels
on the arrows in the quiver [CS08]. The vertices of the quiver correspond to the line bundles
and there is a natural order on the vertices defined by i < j if Hom(Lj , Li) = 0. For i < j,
the number of arrows from i to j is equal to the dimension of the cokernel of the map

(1)
⊕

i<k<j

Hom(Li, Lk)⊗Hom(Lk, Lj) −→ Hom(Li, Lj),

and we label each arrow by the toric divisors corresponding to the sections in a basis for the
cokernel. Using the given order on L, the collection is strong exceptional if

(2) Exti(Lj , Lk) = 0,∀j, k, and i 6= 0.

Let Db(X) denote the bounded derived category of coherent sheaves on X. The collection L is
full, or generates Db(X), if the smallest triangulated full subcategory of Db(X) containing L
is Db(X) itself. A tilting bundle T on X is a vector bundle such that T generates Db(X) and
Exti(T, T ) = 0 for i > 0; given a full strong exceptional collection of line bundles L on X, the
direct sum

⊕
Li∈L

Li is a tilting bundle. The following theorem by Baer and Bondal allows

us to understand Db(X) in terms of the module category of a finite dimensional algebra.

Theorem 1.1. [Bae88, Bon90] Let T be a tilting bundle on X, A = End(T ) and Db(mod–A)
be the bounded derived category of finitely generated right A-modules. Then

(3) RHom(T,−) : Db(X) → Db(mod–A)

is an equivalence of triangulated categories.

A complete normal toric variety induces a short exact sequence of abelian groups

(4) 0 −−−−→ M −−−−→ Z
Σ(1) deg

−−−−→ Cl(X) −−−−→ 0,
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where M is the character lattice of the dense torus in X, Σ(1) is the set of rays in the fan Σ

of X, and the map deg sends a toric divisor D ∈ Z
Σ(1) to the rank 1 reflexive sheaf OX(D) in

the class group Cl(X) (see for example [Ful93]). Showing that L is strong exceptional in this
situation is equivalent to checking that H i(X,L−1

j ⊗ Lk) = 0 for i > 0, 0 ≤ j, k ≤ r. Using

a theorem of Eisenbud, Mustaţă and Stillman [EMS00], we can determine if the cohomology
of OX(D) vanishes by considering when OX(D) avoids certain affine cones constructed in
Cl(X), which we call non-vanishing cohomology cones. The purpose of the package Quiver-

sToricVarieties for Macaulay2 [GS] is to construct the quiver of sections for a collection of
line bundles on a complete toric variety and check if the collection is strong exceptional. We
note that there does exist computer programs that check if a collection of line bundles on a
toric variety is strong exceptional; see for example Perling’s TiltingSheaves [Per].

Restricting our attention to smooth toric Fano varieties, toric divisorial contractions give
the collection of n-dimensional toric Fano varieties a poset structure, described for n = 3 by
[Oda88] and n = 4 by [Sat00] (see also [PN15, Remark 2.4]). The contractions induce lattice
maps between the short exact sequences (4) determined by the varieties and these lattice maps
are an essential ingredient in the proof that each smooth toric Fano variety of dimension ≤ 4
has a full strong exceptional collection of line bundles [PN15, Theorem 6.4]. The package
QuiversToricVarieties contains a database of these lattice maps and of full strong exceptional
collections of line bundles on all smooth toric Fano varieties of dimension ≤ 4.

In the case when X is a smooth toric Fano variety, let Y = tot(ωX) be the total space of
the canonical bundle on X. The package QuiversToricVarieties contains methods to check if
the pullback of a full strong exceptional collection of line bundles on X along the morphism
Y → X is a tilting bundle on Y .

QuiversToricVarieties depends on the package NormalToricVarieties for the construction
of toric varieties and for the database of smooth toric Fano varieties. All varieties are defined
over k = C.

2. Overview of the Package

Let X be a complete normal toric variety constructed in NormalToricVarieties with a torsion-
free class group. The class group lattice of X has a basis determined by fromWDivToCl and
the function fromPicToCl can be used to determine which vectors in the lattice correspond
to line bundles. The input for the method quiver is a complete normal toric variety with
a torsion-free class group, together with a list of vectors vi in the class group lattice that
correspond to the line bundles Li. The vectors are ordered by quiver and the basis of
Hom(Li, Lj) is calculated by determining the basis of the multidegree vj − vi over the Cox
ring of the variety. From this basis, the irreducible maps are chosen and listed as arrows, with
the corresponding toric divisors as labels. If some of the vectors do not correspond to line
bundles then a quiver is still constructed but the resulting path algebra modulo relations may
not be isomorphic to End(

⊕
i∈Q0

Ei), where Ei are the rank 1 reflexive sheaves corresponding
to vi. Alternatively, we can produce a quiver by explicitly listing the vertices, the arrows with
labels and the variety. The methods source, target, label and index return the specific
details of an arrow in the quiver, a list of which can be accessed by inputting Q_1.

Besides the method quiver, the method doHigherSelfExtsVanish forms the core of the
package. The primary input is a quiver of sections. The method creates the non-vanishing
cohomology cones in the class group lattice for X and determines if the vectors vi − vj avoid
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these cones. The cones are determined by certain subsets I of the rays of the fan Σ for X; if
the complement of the supporting cones for I in Σ has non-trivial reduced homology, then I is
called a forbidden set and it determines a cone in Z

Σ(1). The forbidden sets can be calculated
using the function forbiddenSets, and the image of a cone determined by a forbidden set
under the map fromWDivToCl X is a non-vanishing cohomology cone in Cl(X).

A database in NormalToricVarieties contains the smooth toric Fano varieties up to dimen-
sion 6 and can be accessed using smoothFanoToricVariety. The divisorial contractions be-
tween the smooth toric Fano varieties up to dimension 4 are listed under the contractionList
command, and the induced maps between their respective short exact sequences (4) are re-
called from a database in QuiversToricVarieties using the tCharacterMap, tDivisorMap and
the picardMap commands. Note that as each variety considered is smooth, its class group is
isomorphic to its Picard group.

The database containing full strong exceptional collections of line bundles for smooth Fano
toric varieties in dimension ≤ 4 can be accessed using fullStrExcColl. The collections for
the surfaces were calculated by King [Kin97], the threefolds by Costa–Miró-Roig [CMR04],
Bernardi–Tirabassi [BT09] and Uehara [Ueh14] and the fourfolds by Prabhu-Naik [PN15].

3. An Example

We illustrate the main methods in QuiversToricVarieties using the blowup of P2 at three
points, the birationally-maximal smooth toric Fano surface. It is contained in the toric Fano
database in NormalToricVarieties, which is loaded by the QuiversToricVarieties package.

i1 : loadPackage "QuiversToricVarieties";

i2 : X = smoothFanoToricVariety(2,4);

A full strong exceptional collection L, first considered by King [Kin97], can be recalled from
the database and its quiver of sections can be created.

i3 : L = fullStrExcColl(2,4);

o3 = {{0,0,0,0},{0,0,1,1},{0,1,0,0},{0,1,1,0},{1,0,0,0},{1,0,0,1}}

i4 : Q = quiver(L,X);

We can view the details of the quiver, either by displaying the arrows at each vertex, or by
listing all of the arrows and considering their source, target and label.

i5 : Q#0

o5 = HashTable{1 => {x_0x_1 , x_3x_4 } }

2 => {x_1x_2 , x_4x_5 }

3 => {x_2x_3 , x_0x_5 }

degree => {0, 0, 0, 0}

i6 : first Q_1

o6 = arrow_1

i7 : source oo, target oo, label oo

o7 = (0, 1, x_0x_1 )

The forbidden sets of rays can be computed and the collection of line bundles can be checked
to be strong exceptional. The method doHigherSelfExtsVanish creates a copy of the non-
vanishing cohomology cones in the cache table for X, where the cones are given by a vector
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and a matrix {w,M} encoding the supporting closed half spaces of the cone, in which case
the lattice points of the cone are {v ∈ Cl(X) | Mv ≤ w}. The non-vanishing cone for H2 is
displayed below.

i8 : peek forbiddenSets X

o8 = MutableHashTable{1 => {{0,2},{0,3},{1,3},{0,1,3},{0,2,3},{0,4},{1,4},...}

2 => {{0,1,2,3,4,5}}

i9 : doHigherSelfExtsVanish Q

o9 = true

i10 : X.cache.cones#2

o10 = {{| -1 |, | 1 1 1 0 1 |}}

| -1 | | 1 0 1 1 1 |

| -1 | | 0 1 1 0 0 |

| -1 | | 0 0 0 1 1 |

Consider the chain of divisorial contractions X =: X4 → X3 → X2 → X0 from X to the
toric Fano surfaces numbered 3, 2 and 0 in the database. The contractions induces lattice
maps Pic(X4) → Pic(X3) → Pic(X2) → Pic(X0) and the method doHigherExtsVanish can
check if the non-isomorphic line bundles in the image of L under these lattice maps are strong
exceptional for each contraction.

i11 : doHigherSelfExtsVanish(Q,{4,3,2,0})

o11 = true

Now consider the morphism π : tot(ωX) → X. The pullback π∗(
⊕

Li∈L
Li) is a tilting bundle

on Y = tot(ωX) if

Hk(X,Li ⊗ L−1
j ⊗ ω−m

X ) = 0

for all k > 0, m ≥ 0 and Li, Lj ∈ L (see for example [PN15, Theorem 6.7]). As ω−1
X is ample,

there exists a non-negative integer n such that Li ⊗ L−1
j ⊗ ω−m

X is nef for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ r and

m ≥ n, and hence Hk(X,Li ⊗ L−1
j ⊗ ω−m

X ) = 0 for all k > 0 by Demazure vanishing. The

method bundlesNefCheck checks for a given integer n whether Li ⊗ L−1
j ⊗ ω−n

X is nef for all
Li, Lj ∈ L.

i12 : n=2;

i13 : bundlesNefCheck(Q,n)

o13 = true

If an integer p is included as an additional input in doHigherSelfExtsVanish, then the
method checks that for all 0 ≤ m ≤ p, whether the line bundles Li ⊗ L−1

j ⊗ ω−m avoid the
non-vanishing cohomology cones. Note that for our example, the computation above implies
that it is enough to use the integer n− 1.

i14 : doHigherSelfExtsVanish(Q,n-1)

o14 = true

For t ∈ {4, 3, 2, 0}, let {Li,t}i∈It denote the list of non-isomorphic line bundles in the image of
L under the map given by picardMap from Pic(X) → Pic(Xt), where It is an index set. By
including the list of divisorial contractions as an input in doHigherSelfExtsVanish, we can
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check that
Hk(Xt, Li,t ⊗ (Lj,t)

−1 ⊗ ω−m
Xt

) = 0

for k > 0, 0 ≤ m ≤ n− 1, t ∈ {4, 3, 2, 0} and all i, j ∈ It.

i15 : doHigherSelfExtsVanish(Q,{4,3,2,0},n-1)

o15 = true

For all n-dimensional smooth toric Fano varieties, 1 ≤ n ≤ 3, and 88 of the 124 smooth toric
Fano fourfolds, the database contains a chain complex of modules over the Cox ring for the
variety. The chain complexes are used in [PN15] to show that the collections of line bundles
in the database for these varieties are full.

i16 : C = resOfDiag(2,4);

i17 : SS = ring C;

i18 : C

6 12 6

o18 = SS <-- SS <-- SS
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